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Indifference to Poetry Statement 

I'm indifferent to poetry because aside from a few poets / poems, they don't move me the 
way that prose does, with it's winding descriptions and wordy tangential revelries. Even the 
poets I do appreciate, I don't seek out. Still, when assaulted by a poem that I feel is well 
done, I am excited and moved. Then, I directly forget about it and go right back to my 
habitual literature. Such is the nature of indifference.  

~Ninette Swann 
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C’est Cheese 
 

Somehow the fresh milk of the life one is 
Given becomes infected with thought or 
Adversity or fear or merely time 
And temperature and then sours and begins 
To separate into the complex chevre 
Of gilded accumulation with its 
Philosophical remains and the thin,  
Putrid liquid of regret.  Unthinking,  
Unblinking revelry on that first day 
Is all there is – everything else either 
Art or death, vaulted treasures or runoff 
Down the drain.  Goodness is sacrificed on  
The altar of greatness for all to see,  
But offstage the opposite has happened. 
 
 ~Jesse H. McKnight 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Jesse H. McKnight is a published poet and a Chaplin, Joyce and Melville scholar who lives in Florida 
and writes at his desk when the spirit moves him. He has been published in Willard & Maple (2012), 
The Old Red Kimono (2012) interviewed in Huffington Post ( May 2012), Faith Hope and Fiction (2012) 
and Soul Fountain (2012).  
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If Glass, Break Down Words 
 
That rhetoric professor had no taste for grandiose goods or for services, willingly 
Performed by others, but lusted only for his third grade teacher’s grammar lessons,  
Also, four wheels, paired adjectives and adverbs, and a chance to rearrange his music lineup. 
  
Most afternoons, when the kid was in crèche, the in-laws fishing, the spouse grading papers. 
He continued on freely conjugating; fifty-seven remains a golden time for words. 
Blowing kisses, sending air hugs. He winked his body, then disappeared. 
  
Dusty texts show that beforehand he routed holiday sound systems, encouraged 
The attention of a mother of six, especially her superlative nouns, plus 
Checked his face in the reflective surfaces of multiple exquisite phrases. 

 
 ~ KJ Hannah Greenberg 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
KJ Hannah Greenberg never participated, as a student, in a MFA program. Nonetheless, she taught 
creative writing at the university level. What's more, she's been twice nominated, in the genre of 
poetry, for the Pushcart Prize, has one full-length book of poems, A Bank Robber's Bad Luck with His 
Ex-Girlfriend (Unbound CONTENT, Dec. 2011), and an electronic chapbook forthcoming, Supernal 
Factors (The Camel Saloon Books on Blog, Aug. 2012). 
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Apartment 
 
My eyes don’t lie, and they say 
you’ve never been here before 
but my vision feels you all around me 
all the time, like you live inside 
me everywhere I go these days 
a passenger I will never drop 
off my couch. 
 
I smell memories of sex  
that never occurred here  
or did we, did you come 
out of my mind while I slept 
and have your way  
with me on top? 
 
My ears pick up the echo 
of a scream, an argument we had 
once, but never really, about me 
wanting you to leave 
with me for the other 
place where we do all things easy 
every night, where we love without 
any ties, where we cry only together 
for sad films.  
 
My fingers find you on me 
when I wake from short naps 
and your skin presses me 
down into my sheets of sweat 
so thick as you do me  
in waves of slow then fast 
in stages of love and regret 
in licks of no then yes 
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and you never stop me 
when I pull you down  
with me into the salt water 
where we can’t drink at all 
but live forever submerged 
into one thing found 
when the water finally dries 
all the way out and our love 
is a mystery for archaeologists 
to decipher. 
 

 ~Leonard Owens III 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Leonard Owens III is a humble student at Daytona State College who likes sleep, but gets very little, so 
he stays up and writes instead. Poems of his can be found at Daily Love and Downer Magazine, and 
short stories of his can be read at Fiction365 and Free Flash Fiction.  
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Dear Jimmy 
 
Jimmy have you ever seen the bottom of a bottle as a suggestion to just stop? 
Not for the night, not for an hour, its just a signal that you need a refill 
All the while you count beer caps like rose petals, she loves me, she loves me not 
 
Drink up until you pass out, this war of yours lost before it was even fought 
You have a reason you say, all your luck is bad, life has given you a raw deal  
Jimmy have you ever seen the bottom of a bottle as a suggestion to just stop? 
 
Just keep on digging yourself to the bottom, between a rock and a hard spot 
Knowing I’m not coming home, so you drown the time you are desperate to kill 
All the while you count beer caps like rose petals, she loves me, she loves me not 
 
Asking the overfilled ashtray and flat beer if I will stay gone or if I’m having second thoughts 
You refuse to change but want to start over, you don’t want to talk but you have guts to spill 
Jimmy have you ever seen the bottom of a bottle as a suggestion to just stop? 
 
You will never get me back to your self made hell, I cannot be threatened, duped, or bought  
I have become tired, worn down by your rampages, by watching you make yourself ill 
All the while you count beer caps like rose petals, she loves me, she loves me not 
 
It doesn’t even matter to you what disintegrates, that what has been neglected will rot 
You fixate on a belief that I belong to you, that you can do what you want, what you will 
Jimmy have you ever seen the bottom of a bottle as a suggestion to just stop? 
All the while you count beer caps like rose petals, she loves me, she loves me not                 
 

 ~Sarah E. Alderman 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Sarah E. Alderman is not an established poet. She is in fact an anti-established poet, writer, and artist. She 
writes because she reads and reads because she writes. She believes in vicious cycles and full circles. She 
gets her inspiration from music, books, the world around her and her own sometimes painful, sometimes 
beautiful life. You can find her works in Negative Suck, Dark Chaos, Shred the Safe House, Gutter Eloquence, 
among others.  
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What you missed at your funeral 
 
Lets see who can smile the longest  
into the dish of potato salad 
being O.K. and never having to prove it 
so long as my clothes are ironed and  
knots combed out of heart and hair 
 
We have the same shaped  
hole in our chest, severed by time and horizon 
looking for traces of you in old friends; 
A joke you told, the compliment I gave, 
they'd apologize for mentioning your name 
 
The punch I spiked makes me dream of the last  
ten years when  
love was enough to keep you  
vibrating higher than clustered gossip and 
sad balloons tied to lawn 
chairs  
 
Under the shadow of hope I breathe,  
believing the heavenly wind will take us together 
sneaking out the back sending condolences  
to the others, 
taking with me down to the beach a bottle of  
bubbly, your grey eyes pulling me into the 
morning light 
 
 ~Shayna Klee 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“I started writing because there was nothing else to do when my roommates boyfriend came over. I 
was pretty lonely, it helped, here I am. I am particularly interested in writing about certain moments 
of ‘light’ I have encountered. It could be a thought, an experience, but they come and go and only 
exist after a while in my memory or, if I do it right, my poetry. I'm 20 and I'm a rookie.” 
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Taste of You 
 
To your health,  
I sip from this glass, 
as tainted, 
as full of dusty shadows as it is. 
It corners my senses 
with a net of lies 
that I can’t pick apart. 
I can’t unweb them from my fingers. 
Every word you’ve said 
is strung around me 
like the gaudiest of colored lights 
and this swallow, 
this liquid scurrying down my throat 
is just a ripple of ugly laughter. 
 
 ~Valentina Cano 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Valentina Cano is a student of classical singing who spends whatever free time either writing or 
reading. Her works have appeared in Exercise Bowler, Blinking Cursor, Theory Train, Cartier Street 
Press, Berg Gasse 19, Precious Metals, A Handful of Dust, among others. 
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And Thirteen Minutes and Then Some 
 
 This poem is about death. This poem says “death exists.” This poem is about our 
lives as they happened in the same four square miles of pointless used-to-be farmland and 
in the same late-night movies and 24-hour diners that we had to drive twenty minutes to 
get to. This poem is about death by disease, death by accident, death by heartbreak and 
death by death that leaves us all alone in a world of cow pastures which belonged to our 
grandparents and we do not know what to do with. This poem is about how, before you 
looked at your parents and knew that death existed, there was someone who could sweep 
your knees from behind and cut your knees on parking lot blacktop and skim your knees 
across playground woodchips and press your knees into carpets to tattoo you with erasable 
patterns and all without a word of protest. This poem is about how they could force your 
hand down onto the table, knuckle side down, when you started to yell in public and how 
they could drag you down the side of a hill, in the gentlest sense of the word. Gentle, 
because the top of the hill is horror and the bottom of the hill is horror ended. This poem is 
about careful inscriptions that are even more degradable than the paper-covered 
cardboard they are written on. This poem is about plane tickets and Map Quest and Google 
maps having eerily identical estimates. This poem is about learning how the 12:53 flight is 
not what’s the end. What’s the end is 1:06 am in the middle of an episode of Gilmore Girls 
when the worst part of today was not your absence. It is not instantaneous, I will be sure to 
mention, because death is not trivial. It takes eight months and three days and thirteen 
minutes, and then some. This poem is about how long you wait for the end and then how 
long you will curse it after it comes. The worst part of Titanic will not be that you are there 
with “college friends,” or that you are eating apple slices instead of popcorn or that the 
international students who have never seen it before are gasping in shock you wish that 
you had. The worst part is associating it with absolutely no one and crying audibly just so 
that your new friends do not think you are a sociopath. This poem is about you and I and 
you are accidentally walking beside me on our old sidewalk which is lined with too few 
streetlamps and I am straining to see your face through the dark patches and hear your 
voice over the thuds that are my footsteps and my heartbeats and the earth’s thumps lining 
up all at the same time and you are speaking love and life and I am not listening, but 
counting thump - One Mississippi, Two Mississippi, Three Mississippi, Four Missi – thump 
and thinking about getting in my car and going home to my couch and my cats that I do not 
like but that make the quilts helpfully warm and how death exists, exists, exists and how 
much I hate you for making me go skiing and for being a Republican. But I will kiss you 
goodbye because death is more terrifying even than snow-covered hills and I did love you 
until 1:06 am in the middle of an episode of Gilmore Girls and it is actually only because of 
the fact that death exists that this gets to count for something. And I will go home and I will 
do the sort of crying that is only ever followed by sleep, because that is what you deserve 
from me, and God willing, I will not wake up again in the dark and I will sleep straight 
through till morning. 
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To Build What You Need  

 
My mother’s kitchen was built  
board by board, from a Sears blueprint  
it was built square and small and linoleum  
with a four-person table for a six-person family  
and a bucket by the stove to pour the  
bacon grease and other scraps for the barn cats  
 
It has flannel work shirts for New England winters, coated in  
dirt and hanging over the backs of the chairs.  
It has unpasteurized milk and fresh hamburger,  
ground up in an antique of a machine.  
It has a childhood’s worth of waiting for Christmas morning  
until after the cows have been fed  
And an adolescence’s worth of being fed thick  
pancakes before dances,  
to bloat past the point of wanting to make out with boys  
And an adulthood’s worth of syringe and pill prescriptions to fill,  
for a farmer whose life was quite simply, not marked by  
warnings about red meat or cigarettes or alcohol.  
 
My mother’s kitchen crumbled one summer  
as July was turning into August,  
in a year when the corn stalks could not stand up to the humidity.  
It crumbled under the weight of the sorrow of the woman at the stove,  
whose back was a clumsy, unsightly thing  
that only a man waiting for his omelet could love  
and then couldn’t,  
because death ends all things.  
You will realize when the seat cushions have been torn to bits  
and the counter tops are peeling away in protest  
 
My mother’s kitchen was built again  
board by board by what was only the third man to love her  
It was built wide and windowed and  
granite and attached to a  
dining room  
With a twelve-person table for a six-person family  
and a cabinet with glass panes  
for the Christmas china with the green holly pattern  
It has a bowl of red wooden apples that are just  
for show, and an antique scale that does not weigh things  
It has milk, skimmed in a factory and  
95% lean hamburger covered in plastic wrap and stickers  
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It has a mother’s amount of solidity and sadness  
it has an adequate reversal of the first  
it has a man in it who rides a bicycle and  
eats snow peas for dessert  
and reads the newspaper instead of the Farmer’s Almanac  
and whose his children wake him up in his bed at 8 o’clock on Christmas morning  
It has a local newspaper obituary taped to the refrigerator with the decorative  
wooden front.  
 
My mother’s kitchen was built again  
only a quarter of a mile from her first  
And my mother’s kitchen has a box of stained recipe cards,  
of which no less than three are for “Farmer’s Porkchops”  
one from each of the memories of my mother, and her mother,  
and her mother’s mother.  
And my mother’s kitchen has an empty space  
in the pantry where the sugar-free jam used to go  
And my mother’s kitchen has a hole in the floor  
ten feet wide, that makes her skate around the edge of the room  
with her back pressed against the wall  
 
And the woman at the stove, whose back is small and hunching a little too much  
has a sorrow that made that hole  
but also, strong, hay-baling arms that cover the hole over with plywood  
so that her sisters will learn how not to fall down into it  
and her mother will learn how to have a kitchen that  
was built again,  
board by board  
with pieces from the old one  
and so that her daughter will learn, what it is  
to be the woman at the stove, not because she has to be,  
or wants to be,  
but because she loves the people who are sitting behind her  
thinking that her dipping shoulders are what is called Home,  
and that you cannot find, but instead will have to Build,  
whatever it is that you really need. 
 

 ~Kaitlyn Tiffany 
 
 
 

“I am 18 years old, and a freshman at Cornell University. I am from a town named Bloomfield, just West of 
the least-known Finger Lake, population: 2,400 people, 5,900 cows. I am studying Communications and 
Applied Economics at Cornell, because my father is an Engineer who will not pay for me to be an English 
major. Bloomfield is the worst place and the best place, and my place, and I write poems about it 
sometimes when I think that I will lose my soul to a Financial Accounting class.” 
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Praying for Tomorrow: 
 
One day I will rise above the misery,  
climb to the top of the highest building I can find,  
so I can look down  
At the cold, abandoned streets that I  
called home.  
 One day I will be found.  
 I won't have to sit there, silent and still,  
 waiting for the door to close and the breathing to slow,  
 so I can escape into my own world.  
   One day I shall be loved,  
   like every person dreams of.  
   The slow walks, the silent talks, the comfort of knowing I’m safe.  
     All of this, I will have  
      One day.  
You may not know me.  
Not too many insiders even notice  
as I walk past them on the streets.  
But I’m standing right here.  
  I am the collection of rags sewn together to make the shirt you see.  
  I am the bundled up monster lurking in the corner,  
  looking to make a fast buck.  
  the one who wonders all night long,  
  What am I supposed to do now?  
    I'll tell you what.  
 
I fend for myself.  
People scoff and their eyes sparkle  
when I tell them that no one is in charge of me,  
I make my own rules.  
I look down on the pathetic souls who gleam and glisten  
until they get picked up by some rich button down family,  
the kind that claim to always have wanted a child of their own.  
These are the ones I'm supposed to call family,  
this dirty bunkhouse my home,  
but don’t they see?  
  I'm not like them.  
   I don't want to go home with some dolled up Susan,  
   or a classy William in an Armani suit.  
   That may sound like the dream for any other schmuck out there,  
   but not to me.  
     I liked my family.  
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I liked coming home every night after school,  
sitting on top of the counter and stealing cookies from the warm pan.  
Smiling at Mom and listening to Dad.  
Those were the days.  
before the fire,  
  The days before my entire world collapsed.  
    Now I have to make my own world.  
 
Only two more years until I can break free,  
sure there’s a world out there unknown to most, and sometimes even me,  
but anything is better than the fake  
smiles and the cold faces  
I see day to day.  
 
In my nightmares I see the fire.  
 I was standing across the street,  
 listening to the cries of my neighbors,  
 and the screams of my family trapped inside.  
   They never had a chance.  
    And I could have been in there,  
    but decided to go to the park after school instead,  
    one of the rare breaks I took from my monotonous routine.  
                  Now I'd give anything to have all of that back.  
 
But Today,  
No one wants to help anymore, only hurt,  
They say they’re there for you,  
but then they walk away.  
 I am no longer alive like I used to be.  
   Too many nights alone,  
    Too many dreams leaving me tossing and turning in the night,  
         Too much demand for one only fourteen.  
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Sometimes I sneak into the back of this church on our street,  
it calms me, relaxes, makes the hope I yearn for return,  
I never considered myself the praying type,  
For my kind,  
prayers usually remain unanswered.  
I guess they aren't seen as important or as worthy of notice as others.  
  But I do pray.  
  because I know even the underdogs get help.  
  It may be small and it may be a long time coming,  
  but I'll sneak into that church,  
  night after night,  
  and no matter what you say,  
  I'll keep praying.  
 
     Praying for tomorrow, the start of another day. 
 
 ~Maren Smith 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“I am 19 years old and I currently attend Glendale Community College in Glendale, AZ. I spend most of my 
time coming up with new ideas for my writing and for my photography. I am what most people would 
consider a contradiction. I enjoy the arts, it is what relaxes me, but I plan to earn a degree in Computer 
Science because I see it as an art form that takes much skill to learn, rather than an impossible language. I 
write mostly for myself, however, some work, like photography, is meant for the world.” 
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Paediatric Oncology 
 
I spent today in the kids’ cancer ward  
at Johns Hopkins.  
Saw countless silent, staring, balding  
toddlers  
clinging to the anchors of their living mothers’ legs.  
Surly looking teenage girls in bandanas  
drugged up to the eyeballs  
so stick sick thin  
that they could not walk.  
One quiet, wide eyed,  
new born child.  
The purple nurses tinkled through the poison rooms  
administering bags of clear, liquid second chances,  
with laughter pasted on their mouths  
and death buried in their eyes.  
There cannot be a god.  
* 
The ghost child  
in the forever empty Moses-basket of my womb  
cries out to me in the dead of night.  
Artificial light through the cracked pane illuminates  
a dust stained  
husk of a bottle  
that lies dripping vodka through its teat  
on the dank, blood stained carpet.  
The heavy, equally misleading  
sacks of my useless, leaking breasts  
weigh down on my closed casket chest.  
But something that was never quite alive  
cannot be laid to rest.  
*  
Two nights ago I spent nine hours in an Irish bar (sans any real Irish)(all Americans think 
they’re Irish)(they’re not)(they’re American)  
on the East coast  
drinking whiskey.  
I was since told that  
approximately four hours into the  
the seven hour long span  
of alcoholic amnesia,  
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I gave a young marine  
(whom I had just met)  
an impassioned speech  
on how racial identity is a social construct  
which is in dire need of being deconstructed.  
They said I brought tears to his eyes,  
and to my own.  
I guess I’m a real writer now.  
*  
I can’t figure out  
if that  
meandering  
serrated  
hum  
is a vibrator – on –  
lying expectant but forgotten  
on a desk,  
or if it’s a tattoo gun  
quoting looping Keats  
on someone’s shaven breast.  
In a school corridor  
it seems unlikely  
to be either.  
*  
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She lingers  
patiently.  
The blown bell of her crystal hips  
and the singular translucent stem  
upon which she holds herself  
are perfectly still.  
Her thin-lipped mouth is held wide  
in a large, expectant O;  
waiting, still,  
as any woman would,  
for the tall, dark stranger  
across the bar  
to make a move.  
To gently tip his lean, handsome body against her own,  
chink his long, elegant neck against her dainty rim  
and slowly  
slowly  
pour his ruby red soul  
into the deep recesses of those wide,  
expectant,  
crystal hips. 
 
 ~Kristi Belle 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Kristi Belle  is an undergrad English Major from England studying in America. She has been previously 
published in Rolling Thunder Press and Grub Street.  
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CAT NAMED DION 
 
Sure, I’d name a cat Dion,  
& I’d name his offspring DiMucci.  
He’d be an Abby, a Maine Coon,  
or a clouded American shorthair.  
His kids would shit beneath armchairs,  
chase anything that moves & shred the curtains.  
The place would be hopping! 
 
 ~Alan Britt 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Alan Britt’s recent books are Alone with the Terrible Universe (2011), Greatest Hits (2010), Hurricane 
(2010), Vegetable Love (2009), among others. Mr. Britt is a member of PETA, and has started the 
Commonsense Party. He currently teaches English/Creative Writing at Towson University and lives in 
Reisterstown, Maryland with his wife, daughter, two Bouviers des Flandres, one Bichon Frise and two 
formally feral cats. 
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Under My Fedora 
 
I have been known to quote Nietzsche at length  
While the blue smoke pools and cascades about  
Like the intense and powerful river of my thoughts  
I can sit in any spot on earth and hammer out  
Poetry of deepest and most universal application  
I can entice women into the web of my intellect  
As they surely recognize my formidable mind 
 The length of my earlobes and bridge of my nose  
Politics -- child’s play, economics – boorish at best  
Medicine – common sense, law – trivial pursuit  
I touch my fedora and the brain energy crackles  
At my fingertips is the breadth of knowledge  
In my mouth, the megaphone of stylish attention  
On my head, the statement of my superiority  
For, what is a man without a fedora, but lost  
Naked, in a sea of mediocrity, a cold, lonely fish 
 
 ~Brad Garber 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Brad Garber is a writer, musician, photographer, and model. He has published poetry in Cream City 
Review, Alchemy, Fireweed, among others. His essays have been published in Brainstorm NW and N, 
The Magazine of Naturist Living. He has also published erotica in Oysters & Chocolate, Clean Sheets 
and MindFuckFiction. He has exhibited paintings in galleries and coffee houses in the Portland area, 
and was showcased in the Cascade AIDS Auction catalogue in 1999 
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Behind the Choices 

 
Being an indifferent poetry judge, I wasn't tied down by what society would consider good 
and worthy poetry. I don't care much for rules and regulations and my choices show as 
much. I love words. I love them in any order so long as they provoke emotion or thought. 
That is what I was looking for. Two of my choices made me cry. Will they make you cry? 
Probably not. But I was the judge, not you. And that idea goes so much farther than the 
microcosm of this poetry magazine. For all writers of any genre, remember, those judging 
your work now may hate it. Those judging it next month (or a few dozen rejection letters 
later) may love it. You must find your own audience for your own voice. 
 
Did the poets write about hating their parents, misbehaving or hating children? Then they 
didn't get my vote. Why? Because I'm a mother of two small girls, and I don't like that kind 
of stuff. That's not what I want to hear. Is it wrong? Is it bad? No and no. It's just not for me. 
Did the poets words evoke something from my personal past, leave me with a strong 
memory or visceral reaction? Then they probably got my vote. But my memories and 
reactions are not everyone's. 
 
If the poem took itself seriously (which most did because writing should take itself 
seriously...sometimes), it had to be really "good" in my opinion. Poems that aligned with my 
own sardonic and cynical view of life with humor more easily passed the bar. Made me 
laugh? Vote. Poked fun at poetry or writing in general? Vote. That's because I'm currently in 
a stage where I'm looking back at how pretentious and blustery I was about "my craft" in 
my early twenties, and I'm embarrassed for myself. 
 
Notice all the me, I, and myself in there? It's all to say, it's all to point out, that this 
experiment by Dead Flowers is legitimate and far-reaching, cornering and attacking a main 
problem all writers face – the subjectivity of those somehow given permission to judge 
another's work. 
 
Don't listen to those who don't understand you unless they are offering some sort of 
constructive criticism that fits into bettering you the way you want to improve. Don't let 
rejections hinder you. No one knows any better than anyone else. It is all, after all, a matter 
of taste. 

~Ninette Swann 
 
 
 
 

 


